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NA ʻALE ʻĀPIʻIPIʻI O NA KAI ʻEWALU, THE RISING BILLOWS OF THE EIGHT SEAS 
 

 
 
Figure 1 Large breakers along Kaʻiwi Coast pose hazards to local fishermen and tourists.   
 
Grade: 4-8+ 
Time: 2-4 hours in class, 3 days with lab and fieldtrip activities. 
 
Na Hopena A‘o: six outcomes rooted in Hawaiʻi containing values universal to all cultures. 
1. Strengthened Sense of Belonging: through an understanding of lineage and place and a 

connection to past, present, and future. 
2. Strengthened Sense of Responsibility demonstrated by a commitment and concern for 

others. 
3. Strengthened Sense of Excellence demonstrated by a love of learning and the pursuit of 

skills, knowledge and behaviors to reach my potential.  
4. Strengthened Sense of Aloha demonstrated through empathy and appreciation for the 

symbiotic relationship between all.   
5. Strengthened Sense of Total Well-being demonstrated through meeting the demands of 

life while contributing to the well-being of family, ‘āina, community and world. 
6. Strengthened Sense of Hawai‘i demonstrated through an appreciation for its rich 

history, diversity and indigenous language and culture. 

NGSS Crosscutting Concepts:  
x Cause and Effect: Mechanism and Prediction: Events have causes, sometimes simple, 

sometimes multifaceted. Deciphering causal relationships, and the mechanisms by which 
they are mediated, is a major activity of science and engineering 

x Scale, Proportion, and Quantity: In considering phenomena, it is critical to recognize what is 
relevant at different size, time, and energy scales, and to recognize proportional 
relationships between different quantities as scales change. 

Earth and Space Science 2.C: The Roles of Water in Earth’s Surface 
x MS-ESS2-4: Global movements of water and its changes in form are propelled by sunlight 

and gravity.  
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x MSESS2-5: The complex patterns of the changes and the movement of water in the 
atmosphere, determined by winds, landforms, and ocean temperatures and currents, are 
major determinants of local weather patterns.  

TO THE TEACHER:  CONNECTIONS TO PLACE & CULTURE(S) 
 
The title “Waves and Swell Impacting Hawai‘i: Na ʻale ʻāpiʻipiʻi o na kai ʻewalu” evokes the 
swells that travel over the ocean to break upon the shores of the Hawaiʻi.  Na ʻale ʻāpiʻipiʻi o na 
kai ʻewalu, the rising billows of the eight seas (Pukui, 1983, No. 2199) refers to the waves that 
arise in the channels, the “eight seas” between the main Hawaiian Islands. 

In Hawaiʻi the trade winds are the most common winds in the islands, blowing from the 
North East to East North East around 70% of the time.  Experienced sailors know that between 
the different Hawaiian Islands, ocean channels can have stronger winds than over the land.  The 
wind will accelerate as it funnels around and between the islands through the ocean channels.  
The trades funnel through at speeds 5 – 20 knots faster than the open ocean.  This leads to the 
National Weather Service’s detailed coastal forecasts intended for small crafts travelling these 
waters.  (Current Hawaiian Coastal Waters Forecast at www.prh.noaa.gov/hnl/pages/CWF.php 
and http://www.prh.noaa.gov/hnl/) 

Travel limitless miles across the lonely surface of the Pacific Ocean, and you may find the 
Hawaiian Islands reaching mightily out of the sea. Hundreds of miles from the nearest island, 
and thousands from the nearest continent, the Hawaiian archipelago is among the most isolated 
places on Earth. We are surrounded by the largely unexplored, more than 95% unknown, 
massive Pacific Ocean.  

For a voyaging people like Hawaiians, observation and respect of the ocean is paramount. 
The ocean and stars laid the path for ancient navigators to travel throughout the Pacific and 
eventually reach Hawaiʻi. To accomplish this incredible feat, watchful eyes were kept constant, 
feeling the sea and knowing the sky. “E ʻike ka hōkū o ka nalu, ʻo hōkū ʻula, ʻo hōkū lei.” 
“Behold the stars of the waves, the red star, the wreath of stars.” The “stars of the waves” 
probably refers to the importance of stars near the horizon (rising or setting) for non-instrument 
navigation. (http://www.kumukahi.org/units/na_kanaka/oihana/hookele)  

There is no doubt ancient Hawaiians had advanced ʻike (knowledge) about large-scale 
weather trends, such as El Niño/La Niña; they would take advantage of changes in wind and 
ocean currents to make far-fetched voyages succesful. In the ancient perspective, the ocean was a 
road that connected all islands and families, not a harsh and forbidding expanse that separated 
them. While many people now are most interested in knowledge of ocean and waves, the 
hoʻokele (navigators) had a broad and deep foundation of knowledge including geography, bird 
species and habits, marine life, canoe structure, and meteorology. 

Hawaiians developed an intimate understanding of the kai, or ocean, surrounding these 
islands, recognizing it as the largest available resource and also a powerful force to be respected 
at all times. The kai is also constantly changing, and we know that pre-contact Hawaiians were 
acutely aware of these changes. The goddess Hiʻiaka once said, “Kāpeku ka leo o ke kai, o 
hoʻoilo ka malama,” which means “When the voice of the sea is harsh, the winter months have 
come.” This is indeed true; storms are larger and more frequent in the winter. hemisphere, 
sending legendary large surf to the islands of Hawaiʻi during winter, or hoʻoilo. 

Today, this famous surf brings visitors from around the world to Oʻahu’s north shore to 
experience the island’s reef and shore breaks. Ehuka’i Beach Park meaning “sea spray” is the site 
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of Banzai Pipeline named for its huia (a surfing wave) that forms giant barrelling waves.  Yet 
many tourists and locals alike are not aware of the dangers high surf presents – it is the number 
one weather-related killer in Hawai’i. The hazards include dangerous shorebreak, strong rip tides, 
and coastal inundation.  High surf also greatly affects marine transportation to and from the 
islands, as well as other forms of recreation.  All surfing, canoeing, and voyaging revolves 
around the ocean’s mood – ʻAʻohe waʻa hoʻoholo o ka lā ʻino, or “No canoe is defiant on a 
stormy day.” This ʻōlelo noʻeau tells us that the ocean has rules, and when the sea is rough, those 
who do not respect it will meet disaster. A good understanding of the origin, evolution, and 
nature of waves will help people living in Hawai’i safely and respectfully enjoy our seas and 
shores.   
 
SURFING, A FAVORITE HAWAIIAN SPORT   
For a Hawaiian newspaper article about surfing on the Kailua and Waimānalo side of the 
Ko‘olau see http://seagrant.soest.hawaii.edu/hna/makalei-ka-laau-pii-ona-ka-i%CA%BBa-o-
moa-ula-nui-akea-i-kaulana-m%C4%81k%C4%81lei-famous-fish-attracting-tre-0 
 
Excerpt: 
“Be ready our playmate, for I will call a wave for us.” 
“Can the wave hear if you call it?” said Kahinihini‘ula. 
“Yes,” said Hāʻipu, “the kapakapakū wave can hear, the ʻai koʻokoʻonā wave can hear. The 
wave that is called will come.  The wave that is not called will stay.” 
 
HISTORY OF SURFBOARDS 

Hawaiians of all social classes participated in surfing (heʻe nalu, surf rider) using different 
boards ranging in size and weight.  A 10 lb. paipo board, also known as a body board most 
commonly was ridden by women and children who surfed by kicking and paddling.  Many 
surfers used the alaia known as a shortboard to ride the steep, fast, breaking waves (kai poʻi, 
kuapā).  Alaia boards were around 40 lbs.  Reserved for the chiefs, the longboard was known as 
the olo.  They were made to ride long rolling waves (nalu kua loloa) that can rise and fall 
without breaking (nalu ʻaiō).  Olo are known to even catch and ride a wave as long as 400 yards!  

 
WAVE DEVELOPMENT 
Every day thousands of ocean waves, or nalu reach Hawaiian shores. Most of the waves that 
reach us in the middle of the Pacific Ocean originate from high winds associated with storms far 
from land. In pre-contact Hawaiian thought, these winds and storms were controlled by many 
beings, gods and humans alike. In one legend, a priest of Waipiʻo Valley, on the island of 
Hawaiʻi, had trapped the winds in his calabash after the islands were pummelled by strong 
storms. This priest was Kaleiʻioku, and his calabash was called ipumakaniakamaumau, or “the 
calabash of the perpetual winds.” Maui called to the winds and freed them from this gourd after 
he invented the kite and wanted to see it fly. Over time, Maui learned to call the desired amount 
of wind, and not call storms to the islands. Afterward, people of that time knew that if they saw 
Maui’s kite flying, it would be a pleasant day with light wind. 

Another legend is Ka Ipu Makani o Laʻamaomao, or the Wind Gourd of Laʻamaomao. 
Laʻamaomao was the goddess of the winds, and her gourd eventually passes to her son, Pakaʻa, 
and grandson, Kuapakaʻa. In the legend, the winds are released to cause high surf, which 

http://seagrant.soest.hawaii.edu/hna/makalei-ka-laau-pii-ona-ka-i%CA%BBa-o-moa-ula-nui-akea-i-kaulana-m%C4%81k%C4%81lei-famous-fish-attracting-tre-0
http://seagrant.soest.hawaii.edu/hna/makalei-ka-laau-pii-ona-ka-i%CA%BBa-o-moa-ula-nui-akea-i-kaulana-m%C4%81k%C4%81lei-famous-fish-attracting-tre-0
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swamps the boats of the family’s enemies, restoring rank and honor to Pakaʻa.  A representation 
of the Wind Gourd was donated to Bishop Museum by Princess Kalanianaʻole in 1923.  

 
Ka ipu makani o Laʻamaomao  
(Photo: thepracticalshaman.com) 

 
The winds named in Wind Gourd of 

Laʻamaomao were mapped onto their 
respective islands and ahupuaʻa by Lindsey 
Spencer, Pōmai Stone, and Iāsona Ellinwood.  
The wind maps may be downloaded at 
http://manoa.hawaii.edu/kahuaao/.  

Wherever these storms may come from, 
they provide the three main ingredients needed 
to make a wave. The first ingredient is wind 
strength. The wind must be strong enough to 
stir the ocean surface. The friction between the 
moving wind and the ocean’s surface whisks 
up ripples, called capillary waves (hāluʻa, 
hāuliuli). These ripples increase in size as the 
wind continues to blow on their backs, creating 
wind waves and seas (Figure 2). The stronger 
the wind, the larger the resulting waves will be. 
Wind duration, or the length of time the wind 
is blowing, is the second ingredient. If the 
wind blows for a long time, a large amount of 
energy is transferred to the ocean, making 
waves bigger. Storms that move slower will 
have more time to transfer energy to the ocean, 

making larger waves. Wind fetch is the third necessary factor. The fetch is the distance over 
which the wind blows without changing direction. As you would expect, large storms cover a 
long distance, and produce large waves. Increasing the wind strength, wind duration, or wind 
fetch will result in larger waves. 

While only these three factors are necessary to create a wave, two more contribute to wave 
height. Air-sea temperature difference is the first. If the ocean surface is warmer than the air 
above it, warm air near the surface will become unstable and tend to rise and will be replaced by 
cooler air and greater wind speeds from above the surface in the unstable region. Warm ocean 
waters contribute to convection and storm development. Ocean depth is the second contributing 
factor. As waves approach shore, eventually the wave bottom will encounter the sea floor (mole, 
papakū). This happens when the ocean depth equals half of the wavelength. The wave 
continues toward the shore as ocean depth decreases. The wave bottom drags on the seafloor 
and slows down. The top, however, continues on at a slightly higher speed. Water builds up 
behind, increasing the wave’s height.  

 

http://manoa.hawaii.edu/kahuaao/
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Figure 2  Schematic showing a wind fetch and the development of wind wave, seas, and swell. 
 
WAVE ANATOMY 
Now that we understand how and where waves are born, let’s get to know the wave more 
personally, by learning the parts and nature of waves. Think of a wave as moving energy (ikehu). 
Each wave has a high point (crest, hokua, ʻale) and a low point (trough, honua).  The 
horizontal distance between two crests (or two troughs) is the wavelength (Figure 3). The 
vertical distance from crest to trough is the wave height or wave amplitude. It is useful for 
mariners to know how steep a wave is; wave height divided by wavelength gives you the wave 
steepness.  

As a wave moves through the water, its rate of movement is the wave speed. Keep in mind 
that it is the wave that’s moving through water, whereas the water itself is not translating; instead 
the water molecules are describing circles that diminish with increasing depth (Figure 3). The 
wave period is the amount of time it takes for two consecutive crests to pass the same point, 
measured in seconds. Think of a buoy in the sea. The amount of time it takes for two wave crests 
to pass a buoy is the period. Another way to measure waves is to note their frequency; the 
frequency is the number of waves to pass a certain point in a given amount of time, measured in 
waves per second.  Large waves usually travel in groups, called sets. Between the sets of waves 
there are intermittent periods of calmer water, called lulls.  These lulls in wave energy can draw 
tourists and fishermen close to the ocean, where they are taken by surprise when the next set of 
large waves arrives.  The significant wave height (H1/3) is the average of the largest third of 
waves at a particular spot. 
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Figure 3  Schematic diagram shows how circular motion of water elements decays with depth. 
 
WAVE LIFE CYCLE & DECAY 
When waves travel outside of the region of high winds they gradually transform from an 
unorganized jumble of steep waves into orderly swell.  How does this happen?  Waves with 
similar wavelengths travel at similar speeds, and therefore organize themselves into groups of 
waves called swells (kūhela, lālahalaha, ʻōhū, ʻakoʻako).  Swells with greater wavelengths 
travel at higher speeds.  This sorting of waves by wave length is called as dispersion. The speed 
of the swell is called the group velocity.  The group velocity is exactly half of the individual 
wave speed.  The reason for the slower group velocity is that the lead wave in the group must lift 
the ocean surface, expending energy in the process, causing it to decay.  Meanwhile the trailing 
wave gains energy from the waves in front and grows in amplitude.  Thus, the wave train loses 
energy at the front and gains energy at the back and the group travels at a slower speed than the 
individual waves that make up the group. 

Ocean wave energy is not traveling purely on the surface of the ocean: it also affects the 
layers of water underneath. You'll have noticed this sucking effect if you've ever caught waves 
on a bodyboard. As you lie on the sea surface, you'll feel yourself being pulled backwards as a 
wave approaches. This is another reason why you have to be paddling forwards to catch a wave. 
If you're not paddling forwards, you're definitely going to get sucked backwards! 

Some types of waves, like visible light waves, only spread over a small angle as they travel. 
Think of a flashlight. When we turn on the flashlight, we see a beam of light that more or less 
travels in the direction we point the flashlight. Ocean waves, however, spread out more as they 
travel.  Wind is important because it's what puts energy into the ocean: it makes ocean waves in 
more or less exactly the same way as light spreads when you turn on the flashlight.  In particular, 
young steeper waves spread more than older less-steep waves. This spreading out of the wave 
energy decreases wave height across the swell.  In the open ocean, the largest waves propagate in 
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the same direction the original wind blew, with decreasing swell height to either side, creating a 
fan-shaped swell. This effect is called angular spreading. 

So far, we have discussed the propagation of waves from one storm travelling unaffected by 
other winds and swells. At sea, however, this rarely if ever occurs. The ocean is a complicated 
canvas, with countless swells, winds, and shores affecting wave propagation. If a swell 
encounters wind or another swell moving in the same direction, wave energy and height increase. 
Conversely, if a swell meets wind or swell moving in the opposite direction, wave energy and 
height decrease. If the opposing force is strong enough, waves can disappear entirely. The 
decrease in wave energy as is travels through the ocean is dissipation.  

Once a wave nears shore, the wave bottom encounters the seafloor, creating friction that 
drains energy from the wave, or shoaling. This occurs when ocean depth is equal to one half of 
the wavelength. The trough is forced to slow down, while the crest pushes forward at higher 
speeds. Some parts of the swell slow down more than others, due to variations in ocean depth. 
This refracts the waves, or bends the waves towards the shore. The swell line begins to match 
the shoreline, so that waves reach points of land that stick out furthest first. 

Eventually the difference in speeds of the trough and crest causes the crest to lurch forward. 
At this point the wave is known as a breaker, and is recognized by the crest plunging forward 
into a “lip,” or curtain of water that heaves toward the shore. This is known as poʻi. This creates 
a hollow region in the wave, known as the “barrel” (nalu halehale), and this is the surfer’s and 
bodysurfer’s delight. The lip carries much of the wave’s energy, and can have dangerous 
consequences for the shoreline and anyone on it. 
 
RIP CURRENTS 
Waves break on the shore, and water is continuously pushed toward shore. To avoid piling up, 
the water must find a route back to sea (Figure 4). This is acheived through narrow jets of strong 
current rushing away from the shore, called rip currents (aumiki). Aumiki form in areas where 
there is a break in the reef caused, for example, by on old stream bed. It can be difficult to spot 
aumiki from the shore, as they are different for every beach or shoreline. They pose a great 
danger to swimmers, divers, and surfers alike, as they can suck water away from the shore with 
great strength and speed.  

 
WARNING: If you are caught in a rip current, the best way to escape is to swim diagonally 
toward shore. Do NOT attempt to swim directly against the current.  
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Figure 4  Example of rip current along shore.  Green area in center indicates jet of strong current. 
 
 
WAVE CLIMATOLOGY IN HAWAIʻI 
Hawaiʻi experiences swells from different directions depending on the season. The Pacific storm 
track exerts a strong influence on Hawaiʻi’s swells. This is because strong storms are generated 
primarily in the winter hemisphere, where temperature differences from poles to tropics are 
much larger than in the summer hemisphere. The stronger temperature and pressure gradients 
create storms and strong winds over the open ocean, which are felt at the shore as heightened 
swells.  

In the Northern Hemisphere’s winter season, these swells are generated to the north and 
northwest of Hawaiʻi. Accordingly, from November through March, Hawaiʻi experiences world-
famous north and northwest swells. The pattern of winter storms changes from year to year, 
especially when a strong El Niño or La Niña occurs (see Figure 5).  Note how the center of fetch 
activity shifts slightly eastward when comparing the fetch pattern for El Niño to that of La Niña 
winters. When a storm moves in the same direction as the swell are propagating, the storm 
generates a captured fetch and extra large waves result.   
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Figure 5 a) Fetches during the 2006-2007 El Niño event.  The red outlined fetches are from a 
storm on 28-29 January 2007.  b) Fetches during the 2007-2008 La Niña event.   
(from Businger and Yildiz 2015) 
 
 

The largest wave events shown in Fig. 6 are associated with large storms that move toward 
Hawaiʻi, causing high winds to move with the large swell in a captured fetch.  The data in Fig. 6 
was collected by professional life guards in Hawaiʻi, using the method described in the Lab 
Activity, Estimating Breaker Heights. 
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Figure 6  Climatology of waves on Oahu’s North Shore.  Graph shows minimum, average, and 
maximum wave events as the function of time of year (by Kelly Lance from data provided by Pat 
Caldwell). 
 

In the Southern Hemisphere’s winter season (May through September) when strong swells 
are generated south and southeast of Hawaiʻi, we experience relatively large swells on the south 
and southeast-facing shores.  
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ESTIMATING BREAKER HEIGHT 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Measuring the height of waves breaking near the shore can be difficult, because waves are scale 
invariant, that is large waves and small waves look alike.  To estimate the height of the wave 
face from shore, a surfer riding the wave is commonly used for scale.  When forecasting surf, the 
National Weather Service (NWS) officially forecasts the height of a wave front or face from 
trough to peak as observed from shore just at the time of first breaking.  In Hawaiʻi, an 
alternative approach to gauging wave size is commonly used by local surfers, some life guards, 
and beachgoers.  This method estimates the height of the back of the wave, which is roughly 
one-half the wave height as seen from shore, therefore it underestimates the size of the waves by 
~50%, causing some confusion.  

During excessively large swells, the NWS will issue advisories and warnings to the public as 
necessary. Advisories are a way to let people know that waves are exceeding a safe height, and 
warnings are issued when there is an immediate threat to life and property. The height considered 
safe depends on which direction the shore faces. For Oʻahu’s South and East facing shores, 
advisories are issued at 8 feet; for west facing shores, 12 feet; for north facing shores, 15 feet. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

     
 

Figure 7  Large winter-storm generated wave crashing on Ka‘ena Point, O‘ahu.              
Photo by Steven Businger    

 

When water depth becomes less than half the wavelength, the waves “feel bottom.”  At this 
point the height increases and the wavelength and velocity decrease, but the period remains the 
same.  The wave speed under these “shallow” water conditions is given by: 

  C = (gL)1/2 

where C is swell speed in shallow water, L is wavelength in meters, and g is gravity = 
9.8 m/s2 (about 32  ft/s2).  
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Buoy data give the period (P) in seconds and the amplitude (A) in feet of open-ocean swell.  
Forecasters have a rule of thumb that states that the height (H) in feet of the waves observed at 
the beach can be estimated from the following formula: 

  H ~ .1226 x P x A 
 

ACTIVITY I. ESTIMATE HEIGHTS OF BREAKING WAVES WITH SURFERS 

NGSS SCALE changes in scale affect a system’s structure or performance. 
OBJECTIVE:  The purpose of this lab is to learn to estimate the height of breaking waves when 
observed from the beach.  So if you live near a surfing beach, go there and take your own photos 
and analyze them for this lab. 
 

Assuming that a surfer is about 5 feet when slightly crouched, try to estimate the heights of the 
following five waves in Figs. 8-11.   The wave is measured as the peak wave face, just as it first 
begins to break.  
  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

Figure 8. Photo by Steven Businger  

 

How large is this wave?   Estimated height:  ________________ 
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Figure 9 Photo by Steven Businger 

How large is this wave?     Estimated height:  ________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10.  Photo by Steven Businger 

How large is this wave?  Estimated height:  ________________ 
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Figure 11.  Photo by Steven Businger      

 
How large is this wave?  Estimated height:  ________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12.  Photo by Steven Businger 

How large is this wave?   Estimated height:  ________________ 
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ACTIVITY 2. WAVE ANATOMY AND HAWAIIAN TERMS FOR WAVES 
Objective: Learn the different Hawaiian and English terms pertaining to surf and the ocean.  
Beaches across the island all have different types of waves.  Being able to identify parts of the 
waves will assist in estimating surf breaker height.   
 
Below is a table of Hawaiian words related to surf translated to English.   
Match the appropriate Hawaiian and English names to the specific parts of the waves in the 
figures. 
 

kai poʻi, kuapā  breaking surf  
heʻe nalu  surf rider  
kaha nalu, heʻe umauma  body surfing  
nalu haʻi, kai poʻi; papākolea (rare)  breaking wave  
ʻopi nalu  bend of a wave  
hokua, ʻale crest (high point of a wave) 
honua trough (low point of a wave) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 13 Photo by Gavin Shigesato 

 

Label the numbered parts of the waves in English and Hawaiian.  

1.________________________________       2. ____________________________                                

3. _______________________________ 
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Figure 14 Photo by Gavin Shigesato 

Label the person in English and Hawaiian. 

  English_____________________       Hawaiian____________________ 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Figure 15.  Photo by Gavin Shigesato                       

 
1. Name the type of wave shown above._____________________________________ 

2. Label three parts of the wave in English and in Hawaiian _____________________ 

____________________________________________________________________ 
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LAB ACTIVITY 3:  WIND GENERATED WAVES 
 
Wind generated waves on lakes and oceans represent a serious hazard to maritime interests.  
When they impact the coast, waves can produce serious erosion and flooding problems even far 
from the disturbance that initially generated the waves.  The highest wind-produced wave ever 
recorded was 34 meters (112 feet) high.  In 1933, the U.S. Navy tanker, U.S.S. Ramapo, was 
traveling from the Philippines to San Diego.  During transit, the tanker encountered a storm 
system that produced strong winds (up to 70 mph) for more than a week across the Pacific Ocean.  
At the height of the storm, observers on the ship saw a mountainous wave that crested even with 
a platform on the crow's nest mast.  From the height of the tanker's bridge, mast and stern, it was 
calculated that the wave was 34 meters high--as high as a nine-story building.  Such immense 
waves are sometimes referred to as “rogue” waves and are implicated in the sinking of numerous 
ships, large and small. 

Two 19th century Hawaiian language newspaper articles address the dangers of Hawai‘i’s rough 
winter seas. 

http://ihlrt.seagrant.soest.hawaii.edu/hna/waa-make-ma-ka-moana-canoe-lost-sea 
Waa Make Ma Ka Moana / Canoe Lost At Sea 
 

Off the shores of Maui in February 1866, a waʻa (canoe) loaded with kava (‘awa, Piper 
methysticum) headed towards Wailuku with five men aboard. Upon arrival off Keane in North 
East Maui, disaster struck.  The oceans roared, the winds raged, and the rain poured, capsizing 
the canoe.  The men righted the canoe and swimming with the water-logged canoe decided to 
head to shore near Makaīwa, as the winds switched again.  Trying to save themselves, they left 
the canoe and started swimming to shore.  As they neared the shoreline, the surf was breaking, 
and water was flowing from inland which created a dangerous situation.   

Two out of the five men passed away due to the heavy surf and strong currents.  Waa Make 
Ma Ka Moana is a newspaper story that provides social commentary about kava and shows that 
Mother Nature is in charge and to be aware of ocean and weather conditions before going out to 
sea.   

 
Meteorological Analysis: 

In Hawaiʻi the trade winds are the most common winds in the islands, blowing from the 
North East to East North East around 70% of the time.  Experienced sailors know that between 
the different Hawaiian Islands, ocean channels can have stronger winds than over the land.  The 
wind will accelerate as it funnels around and between the islands through the ocean channels.  
The trades funnel through at speeds 5 – 20 knots faster than over the open ocean.  This leads to 
the National Weather Service’s detailed coastal forecasts intended for small crafts travelling 
these waters.  (Current Hawaiian Coastal Waters Forecast at 
www.prh.noaa.gov/hnl/pages/CWF.php and http://www.prh.noaa.gov/hnl/) 

The waʻa experienced strong winds, heavy rain and high surf when traveling along the north 
coast of Maui.  The high surf and choppy seas are generated by the strong winds that blow across 
the ocean sending waves towards the shoreline.  The men also experienced high surf as they got 
closer to shore.  As waves move into shallow water they slow and become steeper as they 
increasingly feel the bottom, until finally the top of the wave pitches forward and the wave 
breaks.   

http://ihlrt.seagrant.soest.hawaii.edu/hna/waa-make-ma-ka-moana-canoe-lost-sea
http://www.prh.noaa.gov/hnl/pages/CWF.php
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Also, the topography of the land did not help the waʻa from making it safely with all its 
passengers.  With the wa‘a already capsized, the sharp, steep cliffs of the Koʻolaus amplified the 
winds blowing from the land to the sea making it impossible to bring the canoe back to shore.  
When wind descends a mountain, the slope amplifies the wind speed.  The concaved rocky 
shoreline also adds to the struggle of the men getting to safety.   
 
Ka Nupepa Kuokoa, March 10, 1866, Book: 5, Number: 10, Page: 4 
 
http://ihlrt.seagrant.soest.hawaii.edu/hna/kai-nui-ma-na-pali-o-kalalau-high-seas-cliffs-kalalau 
Kai Nui Ma Na Pali O Kalalau / High Seas At The Cliffs Of Kalalau 
  
In the winter months high seas pound the coastline at the cliffs of Kalalau, Kauaʻi. The surf 
pounding the shoreline damaged taro patches and yards. The boathouse located near the shore 
already had water inside from the wave event, but it suffered great damage as a giant rogue wave 
rose up and “the sea banged into the people inside and the boats, which were all set to floating, 
and the boats were quickly taken elsewhere.”   
 
Meteorological Analysis:  
Winds thousands of miles away in the North Pacific generate massive storms during the winter 
months. Strong winds blowing over the ocean generate powerful waves that will eventually 
impact the north-facing shores of Hawaii.  Wind strength and duration are factors that create 
North Shore surfing waves.  The longer the winds last the longer the surf event will be.  The 
wind fetch is also important because it is the uninterrupted distance over which the wind blows 
without changing direction.  If the fetch is constantly blowing towards Hawaiʻi, we can expect to 
see large organized surf on North facing shores.  Surf generated from the storm can cause giant 
waves.  A rogue wave’s height is the maximum possible height of a wave.  One was suggested to 
have caused the great damage to the boathouse in the story.  Simply put, a rogue wave is the 
maximum probable wave height for a large sample of waves, double the height of the normal 
waves crashing on the shoreline.  The formation of rogue waves can be increased by the 
development of currents near shore as well as the opposing swells coming in the other direction.   
Ka Nupepa Kuokoa, January 12, 1889, Book: 28, Number: 2, Page: 3  
 

LAB: MAKING WAVES 
NGSS Crosscutting Concepts: Cause and Effect: Mechanism and Prediction 
 
OBJECTIVE:  In this activity, we analyze frequency, wavelength, and speed of water waves.  
The results should demonstrate that a wave transfers energy, not material.   
 
We also explore concepts of reflection (the return of waves from a surface), refraction (the 
bending of a ray when it passes at an angle from one medium into another in which its speed is 
different, e.g. when light passes from air into water), diffraction (bending and spreading of a 
wave around the edge of an object), and interference (process in which two or more waves of the 
same frequency combine to reinforce or cancel each other).   
 

http://ihlrt.seagrant.soest.hawaii.edu/hna/kai-nui-ma-na-pali-o-kalalau-high-seas-cliffs-kalalau
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MATERIALS: 

 
Figure 13 Schematic diagram 

 
PROCEDURE:  
1.  Fill your ripple tank with water.  A depth of ~1/2 inch works well.  Allow the water to settle, 

and use a portable fan to generate waves (Fig. 13).  
2.  Notice how the waves reflect off of the sides of the tank.  Can you see how the incident or 

incoming waves interfere with the reflected waves?  It occurs quickly so you will need to look 
carefully.  The waves appear to move right through each other. 

3.  Now place a tiny piece of paper in the water.  Let the water settle.  Then send a wave from one 
end of the tank toward the paper.  The paper should just vibrate back and forth as the wave 
passes, but otherwise stay put. 

4.  This demonstrates that it is energy that is moving across the tank and not individual water 
molecules.  A wave is just a pulse of energy traveling from one place to another. 

5.  Finally, place a chunk of clay in the water to act as a model island.  By making waves that 
strike the "island," you can simulate the way ocean waves reflect and diffract as they pass 
islands.  If you fill (or empty) the tank and use more clay chunks so that some islands are 
above the water surface and some become slightly submerged, you can simulate the way ocean 
waves reflect, diffract and interfere as they strike islands and pass over reefs and sand bars. 

 
6.  Sketch your observations: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Explore further: Navigators in Micronesia learned through extensive experience to be 
extremely sensitive to the way the canoe rocked as waves diffracted, reflected, and interfered as 
they struck islands and coastlines or passed over submerged reefs and sand bars.  This skill was 
particularly important for navigators who sailed among the many small islands of Micronesia.  
This wave map could be “read” at night when it was too cloudy to see the stars.  
 
Read more about this navigation system and sticks-and-shell navigation charts at 
http://www.smithsonianmag.com/smithsonian-institution/how-sticks-and-shell-charts-became-
sophisticated-system-navigation-180954018/?no-ist. 

Ripple Tank for demonstrating waves 
Hands-on activity 

1. Large, flat cake pans or cookie sheets 
2. Portable fan 
3. Watch or clock with a second hand 
4. Ruler or any blunt, straight object 
5. Large chunks of clay or other solid 
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ACTIVITY 4. WAVE SPEED  
 
OBJECTIVE: Calculate speed of a wave 

 
Figure 14 Waves passing a fixed point B. 
 

QUESTIONS: 

Look carefully at Fig. 14, which is a time plot showing the number of waves passing a fixed 
point B in 2.5 s.  The distance between the wave crests (wavelength) is 2 cm.  Using this 
information, answer the following questions. 
 

1. How many waves will pass point B (or any point) each second?  This is the frequency of the 
waves in units of waves per second or Hertz. 

 
 
 
2. How far will the first wave to pass point B have traveled after one second has gone by? (Hint:  

What does the wavelength represent?) 
 
3. Using the fact that speed = distance/time, calculate the speed of the water wave. 
 

 
 
4. Notice that the same result can be obtained using the equation:   
 speed = frequency x wavelength.  Why does this work? 
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ACTIVITY 5. PARTS OF WAVES, TYPES OF WAVES, MAKING WAVES 
1. Label the parts of the wave, including: trough, crest, wavelength, and amplitude 

 

 
 

THINKING ABOUT WAVES 

Hint: Visualize and draw the different types of waves to help answer the following questions. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Photo by: Gavin Shigesato 
 

2. What do you have to do to the wave height, wavelength and wave period to make the 
flattest wave?   
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3. What do you have to do to the wave height, wavelength and wave period to make the 
most bumpy, choppy wave?  

 
 
 
 
 

4. Explain the differences between a surfing wave versus a tsunami regarding what causes 
them, their wave height, wavelength, and wave period.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

5. Do you think a surface wave at a beach you frequent could be as powerful as a tsunami?  
Explain your reasoning. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

6. Draw the shoreline for a type of wave you would like to surf.  Explain your drawing with 
Hawaiian words when able to do so.   

 
 
LAB ACTIVITY 6: WAVE AND SWELL FORECASTING  
NGSS Cause and Effect 
Consult the introduction sections on wave development and life cycle and also your experiences 
watching waves arrive on Oʻahu to answer the following questions. 
 
1.  Describe the steps that cause large open ocean waves to form. 

 

 

 

2. Describe what happens to these waves once they leave the area of formation. (Hint: Think 

flashlight) 
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3. Describe what happens to the waves upon reaching the Hawaiian Islands.   

 

 

 

 
 
ACTIVITY 7: REFLECTION ON PLACE-BASED LEARNING:  Write about one or two ways 
this lesson helps you feel senses of belonging, responsibility, excellence, aloha, total 
wellbeing or Hawai‘i. 
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ANSWER KEY WAVE ACTIVITIES 
 
Activity 1 (pg 11) 
Figure 8 approx. 20-25 feet 
Figure 9 approx. 12-15 feet 
Figure 10 Body boarder approx. 4 feet with fins therefore 12-15 foot wave 
Figure 11 Surfer on the left as the scale, approx. 30-35 feet 
Figure 12 Body boarder 3 feet scale therefore 18-22 feet. 
 
Activity 2 (pg 14) 
Figure 13 Crest: Hokua, ‘ale 
        Surfer: heʻe nalu 
        Trough: Honua 
 
Figure 14 Bodysurfer: Kaha nalu, heʻe umauma 
Figure 15 1 Breaking Wave: Nalu haʻi, kai poi 
     2 Bend of a wave: ‘Opi nalu 
 
Lab 3 Wind Generated 
6. Sketch observations – answers may vary on different “simulations” 
 
Activity 4 
1. 2 waves will pass B (or any point) 2 waves per second 
2. 4 cm.  2+2=4 
3. Speed = 4 cm / 1 second = 4 cm/sec wave speed 
4. Speed = frequency x wavelength 

Same because λ= vT and  f= 1/T  
Therefore T=1/f  
V= λf 
 

Activity 5 
1. Crest is highest point 

Trough is lowest point 
Wavelength is distance between ie (crest to crest or trough to trough) 
Amplitude is from x axis to top of crest (roughly half of the total height) 
 

2. Flattest wave:  
a. Short wave height 
b. Long wavelength 
c. Long wave period 

3. Bumpy Choppy Wave: 
a. High wave height 
b. Short wavelength 
c. Short wave period 

4.  Surfing wave vs. Tsunami 
a. Wave height: Higher in a surfing wave (usually) 

b. Wave Length: Surfing Wave is shorter, tsunami is longer 
c. Wave Period: Shorter in surfing wave, tsunami is longer 

5. No probably not because a period of a tsunami is too long and very powerful 
6. Answers may vary 
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LAB 6: WAVE AND SWELL FORECASTING  
NGSS Cause and Effect 
 
1. Large open ocean waves are created by strong winds over a continuous time a direction.   The wind 
duration is important as the longer the wind blows the longer the wave event may last.  Wind fetch, the 
distance over which the wind blows without changing direction. 
 
2. Angular spreading: Ocean waves, however, spread out more as they travel.  Wind is important because 
it puts energy into the ocean: it makes ocean waves in more or less exactly the same way as light spreads 
when you turn on the flashlight.  The largest waves propagate in the same direction the original wind 
blew, with decreasing swell height to either side, creating a fan-shaped swell. 
   
Dissipation: If a swell meets wind or swell moving in the opposite direction, wave energy and height 
decrease. If the opposing force is strong enough, waves can disappear entirely. 
 
3. Shoaling: Once a wave nears shore, the wave bottom encounters the seafloor, creating friction that 
drains energy from the wave.  This occurs when ocean depth is equal to one half of the wavelength. The 
trough is forced to slow down, while the crest pushes forward at higher speeds.  
 
Refraction: Some parts of the swell slow down more than others due to variations in ocean depth. This 
refracts or bends the waves towards the shore. The swell line begins to match the shoreline, so that waves 
reach points of land that stick out furthest first. 
 


